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CHAPTER I 
STATEl'ENT AND JUSTIFICATION OF THE PBOBELM 
It h~s been said that teachers tend to integra te lan-
guage arts instruction more effectively at the primary levels 
11 
than they do in the middle and upper grades . Another writer ob -
served that the better the instruction , the wider the individual 
2/ 
differences: In analyzing these two statements , a definite pro-
blem takes shape . First, the question is, how to integrate lan-
guage arts teaching in a busy schedule and full curriculum? Se -
condly, how can a teacher secure a classroom climate that pro-
vides for maximum individual growth? 
The as sumption of this thesis will be that a classroom 
V!'hich is grouped for differences in rl3ading ability , must con-
tain students who vary in languRge arts abilities also . Since 
the effectiveness of small group teaching has been demonstrated 
in the instruction of reading, it seems to follow that this me -
thod could be employed in the language arts . How to implement 
this method for the language arts is the purpose of this thesis . 
Justification for this purnose seems to stem from at least 
11 lJildred A. Dawson , Teaching Language in the Grades , World 
Book Company, Yonkers -on- the - Hudson, New York, 1951 , p . 67 . 
gj Helen W. Painter, "Meeting Individual Differences through 
the Language Arts , " Elementarv :Snglish, (February 1954) 
31 : 85 . 
Boston University' 
School of Education 
Library; 
two recognized facts . Both are psychological by definition . 
The first is that individuals, nearly alike in age, vary wide -
ly in learning rates, maturation , capacity and experience . 
Therefore, the average class is usually more heterogeneous than 
homogeneous . Secondly, if the class is heterogeneous, the nec-
essary flexibility is provided which gives the teacher the op-
portunity to gain approximate s~b-group homogeneity. It should 
be stated that adaptations the teacher effects, will vary ac -
cordingly as the composition of the whole group varies . 
It is the purpose of this study to build materials for 
use in the language arts at the fifth grade level which will 
provide differentiated instruction . Su ggestions will be of-
fered for the class, small vroups, paired groups and individuals . 
CHAPTER II 
REVIEV/ OF LITERATURE 
Justification for Small Groups 
rru ch has been wri tten in the fields of psychology and edu-
cation regarding the fact of individual differences. It has 
long since pas sed the 'theory' stage; it is a fact . Once this 
is accepted as a fact, teachers are committed also to do some-
thing about it in the classroom . Could it be that the best job 
is done in the reading area in recognizing individual differ-
ences and other areas of the curriculum fall short of the goal? 
Grouping in the classroom is a positive approach to the fact of 
individual differences. 
One of the difficulties has been pointed out by Passon and 
1/ 
MacKenzie: These authors stated that the studies of group dyna-
mics have been made largely by those who are not directly in the 
methods field . 1fuch work has been done in improving methods of 
teaching but they th~nk that teachers have been slow to accept 
the research findin gs of social psychologists . They concluded 
that a thorough know~ dge of group influences would improve 
teaching . y 
Thelen stressed the point that the convincing evidence 
1/ Harry A. Passon and Gordon N. MacKenzie, "Research in Group 
Behavior," The Nation's Schools (April 1952) 49:71- 73 . 
g/ Herbert A. Thelen, "Group Dynamics in Instruction:Principle 
of Least Group Size," The School Review (January- December 
1949) 57:139-149 . ---
3 
of studies by social psychologists is being ignored , The fact 
is that the classroom is complex; its dimensions are in terms 
of conflicts, frustrations and goal directions . That education 
is apt to be superficial on this point, he felt, is unforunate. y 
Thomas stated that grouping is justified by belief in in-
t/ 
dividual differences. It is necessary to prepar e the right at -
mosphere and incentive for gr oup work . The traditional school 
did not make allowances for dissimilarities among its pupils . 
Today , educators are committed to consider the whole child . A 
curriculum which is geared to this principle will function best . 
The school room is the place where life situations are exempli-
fled for the child . "Why force children into a mold of subject y 
matter?" she asked . 
4 
Passon and J\~acKenzi e 'E) reviewed the research in group beha- / 
vior available in 1952. This regearch revealed that the major 
influence on youngsters in school is group interaction . A 
child's school progress is influenced by his social and emotion-
al needs as well as what he will learn . Group 'climate' has a 
sizeable bearing on the amount of actual learning which occurs . 
That this 'climate ' may not always facilitate learning was the 
y 
3/ 
Edith M. Thomas , "Grouping in the Classroom," Childhood 
Education (October 1953) 30:69-71. 
Ibid ., P • 69 . 
Passon and MacKenzie, 2£• cit ., p . 72 
11 
conclusion of the s tudy by Jennings, Morens and Tryon . Groups , 
then, can be organized to either block or facilitate desired y 
learnings . Gibb put this thought in more nositive terms . He 
said that a climate for growth could be found if both teacher 
and student took time to train themselves in group methods. A 
knowledge of group dynamics, he cautioned, was essential . 
Homogeneous Grouping 
One proposal to solve the problem of individual differences 
is the homogeneous group . Homogeneous groups are formula ted us-
ually on the basis of ability and achievement . This system has 
been attempted more often by schools wher e student enrollment is y 
large . Dawson reported that homogeneous class grouping was 
found to reduce the range of a chi evement in pupils . I n s pite of 
supposed homogeneity, schools still faced the problem of indivi-
dual differences . To summarize this t ype of groupin~ she stated: 
"It (homogeneous class p:rouping) is no longer 
favored and has been l ar gely abandoned i n elementary 
schools ." if 
The findings of the Gulf School Research Development were 
based on the results of grouping in the schools of Houston, 
1/ 
y 
Ibid., p . 72 . 
-
J a ck R. Gibb, "Climate for Growth," National Education Asso 
ciation Journal (January 1956) 45 :20-24 . ----
Mildred A. Dawson , Teachin~ Language in the Grades , World 
Book Conpany, Yonkers - on-t e -Hudson, irew""York, 1951, p . 66 . 
J.!ti.£ . ' p . 66 . 
5 
1/ 
Texas . Strevell and Oliver renorted that homogenous grouping 
(by class) was found to be impossible because of differences in 
other traits , as opposed to the original premise for grouping . 
There are certain learnings that can be had only in heterogene -
ous class groups they found . Such learnings are itemized as 
character, teamwork, leadership, human relations and participa-
tion in co~plex group activities . All ch~ldren require the 
growth experience of playing various roles in many situations . 
Also, in group action the teacher can further democratic ideas y 
of group behavior . Van Dorn endorsed the idea that youngsters 
gain more in the mixed group . When the backgrounds and tastes 
of the cb.ildren vary, it leads to good citizenship, respect for 
the differences of others and understandings . 
?!I Heffernan said to face the fact that differences exist and 
that homogeneous grouping is an impos sibilit y . Schools of this 
type, he though , prevent teachers from utili zing what they know 
about human variations . A policy which nrovides opportunity for 
pupils within each class to work as an adjusted, stimulated 
group is much more desirable . 
y Wallace H. Strevell and Pauline Oliver, "Grouping Can Be 
Flexible Within the Cl assroom, " Nation's Schools (February 
1957) 59 :89-91 . 
y Viretta C. Van Dorn , "Grouping and Individual Differences , 11 
Childhood 3ducation (February 1945) 21:314-316 . 
'§./E . W. Heff ernan "Groupinr Pupils for Vell - '1ounded Growth and 
Development," The Education Digest (i'rarch 195.3) 18:37- 39 . 
6 
Perhaps the statement by Jones is well - founded . She said: 
11As long a s we regiment teaching and proceed 
on the assumption that all children in a gi ven 
cla ss should 1"' e doing the same thing at the same 
time we are going to be wasti~g t he child 's time 
with either impossible or unnecessary tasks . " 1/ 
Use of Groups in the Classroom - Kinds, Siz~s, Purposes 
Recent literature revealed varied ideas concerning the 
kinds of groups that may be used in a single classroom. The 
longest listing was compiled by the Gulf School Research Deve -2/ -
lopme~t .- Professional writings, they reported, yielded twenty-
four different kinds of grouping practices . These are the prac-
tices they listed : 
1 . Ability grouping 
2 . Adequate groups records (guides to further 
groups ) 
3 . Committees for study projects 
4 . Grouping for leadership 
5 . Grouping for basic citizenship 
6 . Interest grouping 
7 . Gifted children grouped together 
8 . Grouping for individual success 
9 . Grouping for motivat5on 
10 . Regroupin~ for development 
11 . Regrouping for social guidance 
12 . Sociometric grouping 
13 . Grouping for special talents 
14 . Team grouping 
15 . Reporting to parents 
16 . Promotion groups 
17 . Differentiated curriculum 
18 . Termination of groups 
1/ Daisy "arvel Jones , "The Ch5ld • ••• • and his time ," Child-
- hood ~ducation (April 1949) 25 : 360 . 
2/ Strevell and Oliver, ££ • ~. , p . 89 . 
7 
19 . Assigning transfer pupils 
20 . "Buzz 11 groups 
21 . Tutorial groups 
22 . Measuring progress within groups 
20 . Discussion groups 
24 . Opportunity class groups 1/ 
Some might like to combine or even omit some of the above cate -
gories . It should be noted that several of the practices listed 
would be employed infrequently. The study made the following 
conclusion : 
"Grouping is at its best when it bears di -
rectly toward a timely teaching goal and for so many 
teaching situations group learnin~ is more effici-
ent ." 2/ !?/ -
Chambers said there are three kinds of grouping available 
to teachers . Mentioned f irst was the ability group based on 
test scores and school achievement . The ~roup structured on 
common academic needs was listed second . This type she des-
cribed as more temporary, resulting from an analysis of written 
work . The interest group was recognized as a third kind . Here 
the problem approach and division of labor were described . This 
report by Chambers appears to list a minimum of group types . 
4/ 
In detailing types of groups, Thomas- stressed flexibility, 
that is, whatever is practical at the time . She described skill , 
]} Ibid ., P • 89 . 
2/ Ibid ., p . 90 . 
3/ Helen L . Chambers , ";feeting Needs through Grouping ," 
Baltimore Bulletin of Education (r~arch-May 1950 ) 27 : 
Number 4 : 70- 71 . 
i/ Thomas , .Q12. • cit ., p . 69 . 
8 
study , exper imental, interest and team groupings . 
In part , the type of group used in the clqssroom depends 
1/ 
on its purpose . According to Corey, Havighurst and Prescott-
the purpose of grouping is to promote social and academic 
growth . The duration of such purposes will vary under the varied 
conditions of school life . For example , in one instance a tea-
cher mi ght group five children for instruction in a specific 
skill . At another time classes mi ght be combined to listen to 
2/ 
music or for a similar purpose . Helseth- also agreed with these 
purposes. She decided that the easiest kind of grouping was for 
a social purpose . The example given was of a class preparing for 
an auditorium pr ogram or play . Soon the classroom would be the 
scene of many projects . It would appear that soon there would 
be a fusion of purposes , the social and academic . As individuals 
try to master , the teacher must be ready with the materials to 
teach specific skills , that is, to meet with the youngsters hav-
ing similar difficulty . On occasion , this might include the 
entire class . 
3/ 
Thelen - presented a detailed analysis of desirable group 
size . This orgru~ization of the social factors of instruction 
1/ Stephen~ . Corey , Robert J . Havighurst and Daniel A. Pres -
cott, "Grouping Children : A Discussion, "Educational Lead-
ership (March 1947 ) 4 : 365 - 074 . 
gj I nga Olla Helseth, "A Clas~ or a Group?" Educational Leader-
ship (March 1947) 4 : 374 - 080 . 
'Y Thelen, .2E. cit ., pp . 109- 149 . 
9 
he termed the 'principle of least group size '. If a group is 
too large, the members don't assume full responsibility for the 
group ' s per formance . ~fuen it is too small, gaps result which 
cause frustration and a resulting loss of motivation . In the 
author ' s own words, the principle is expressed: 
"The size of gr oup should be the smallest 
in which it is possible to have represented at a 
functional level all the socialization and achieve-
ment skills required for the particular learning 
activity at hand . " 1/ 
To apply this principle, a diagnosis of needs and abilities was 
underscored . The t eacher should group with a range of skills 
included and with a minimum of duplication . To effect a social 
balance, the teacher must be ready to do some shifting . Thelen 
postulated that the probable appropriate size for a learning 
gr oup is two members . Four to eight he considered a desirable 
s i ze for a group engaged in creativity or problem solving . Some -
times the entire class is the correct size . The whole class 
may be used as a clearing house for sub - group products . Or per-
haps , the entire class may be used to analyze the requirements 
of learning for the purpose of forming small groups . In apply-
ing Thelen ' s'principle of least group size ' it is understood 
that any group which has a co~ on endeavor must have skill 
enough to practice and carry out the jobs required for achieve-
ment . Also , there must be suff icient social skill so that ef-
forts can be a coordinated and do not become competitive . 
lf Ibid . , p . 142 . 
10 
1/ 
Maturity l evel has some bearing on grouping . Gi bb- said 
that the general principl es are similar at all grade levels . y 
Stewart ' s survey of children ' s pr~ferences indicated varia-
tions related to social and intellectual maturi ty . The young-
sters with higher mental capacities and older seemed to prefer 
group work . Partners were liked best by the youn~er and slower 
learning children . The survey also indicated that the older 
children and those with higher :intelligence quotients liked 
self- directed teaching better than teacher-directed . 
The values of small group usage in the classroom were 
summarized aptly by Chambers . She said: 
" No other teachin~ technique (i . e . grouping ) 
offers compar~ble possibilities for developing 
leaders, training pupils to work effectively to-
ward recognized goals, challenging pupils on their 
ovm levels, giving students oppor tunities to make 
decisions and share resnonsibility in planning, in 
short , for teaching effectively." :§/ 
Some Difficulties of Small Group Instruction 
1hat are some of the difficulties encountered in small 
group instructions? ~vidence and studies justify their use sta-
11 
i/ 
ted one study, but there are some obstacles to their extension . 
1/ Gibb , ££ • cit ., PP • 23 - 24 . 
Y Dorothy H. Stewart, "Children's Preferences in Types of As -
signment s," Unpublished 1~aster ' s Thesis , Boston University, 
School of Education , 1945 . 
Chambers, .2.£ . cit . , p . 71 . 
11How Smal l Group Ins tru"tion Works ," Elementary 
SehDo~l~J~ournal (November 1953 ) 54 : 131-133 . 
The teachers interviewed in this study cited the children ' s lack 
of skill in group work as one drawback . Classroom management is 
more difficult was offered as another handicap . The lack of 
physical facilities and bulging school populations were two fur -
ther troubles . Also, the study reported, there is a doubtful a-
mount of learning by the whole clas s when a small group reports . 
1/ 
Thelen: in discussing his idea of ' least group size ', also 
cited some problems in classroom organization . Lack of a sense 
of direction in sub-groups was one . This, it was thought , re -
sulted when they didn't know what was expected of them. \~lays of 
correcting this feeling might be to outline in advance the ex-
pected accomplishments, or to have one group member act as a 
teacher, or assist the group to realize it should be setting its 
own goals . The lack of a feeling that group work is important 
2/ 
is another problem according to Thelen .- To alleviate this feel-
ing evaluation is very essential ; evaluation performed by the 
group itself and also by the class . The teacher should build up 
the idea that working together to help one another has dignity 
and purpose . ·when shirking or dictating by group members ap-
pears , t he best correction is to have a group observer appointed 
who only watches and takes ~otes on the group process . 
Competition between sub-groups has been discussed by some 
1/ Thelen , ££ • cit ., pp . 139-149 
g/ Ibid . , pp . 139- 149 . 
12 
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1/ 
writers as a trouble spot . Glad- mentioned competition and inad-
equate direction or leadership as the two foremost difficulties . y 
Thelen, too , said that hostility between groups could develop . 
Both authors stated that this condition is best avoided by fre-
quent rotation of group membership . This was perhaps what Daw-
'§./ 
son had in mind when she said that group flexibility is of ex-
treme importance, 
Certain difficulties are dependent of the maturity level of 
the children . In discussing some observations of pupil plan-
4/ 
ning and group work,Webb thought that at the primary level much 
evaluation and guidance are required. Children at this level 
only have meager data with which to reason . At the middle grade 
level the children are beginning to see the difference between 
reality and the imaginative. They are growing in their ability 
to suspend judgment and to recognize good ideas . This is im-
portant to group planning . 
Rol e and Importance of the Teacher 
From the foregoing discussion,it can be noted that the tea-
cher's importance in effective grouping cannot be underestimated. 
]} Donald D . Gl ad, "Grou::(>ing for Development, 11 
Education (April 1949) 25:354-357 
y Thelen, 
.212. cit . , PP • 139-149 . 
'§/ Dawson, 
.212 . cit . , p . 67 . 
Childhood 
y Ruth K. Webb , "All Children Think and Plan," Chi ldhood 
Education (March 1947) 23 : 315 - 321. 
Instead, the teacher ' s ro l e shoul d be understood and emphasized . 
The teacher is a guide and coordinator. \Vhat are some of the 
meanings implicit in this statement? 
1 I 
Hilliard - articulated part of the teacher's role in seek-
ing direction for a group. Good obser vation and interpretation 
of children in lar ~e and small groups are essential. The tea-
cher, also , must help form the purposes and evaluation of small 
groups in order for them to fulfill the common purpose of the 
whole group . Further the teacher should help children under -
stand ways they have worked as a cooperative unit . In classroom 
organization, time must be allowed for the youngsters to choose 
their activiti es to work in groups of two, three or four . If 
a class has not been exposed to group work previously, it will 
need time to follow through , explore and identify group pur-
2/ 
poses, she cautioned: Growing and learning of this nature re-
quire time plus teacher patience . 
In discussing the teacher ' s importance in small gr oup 
functioning , other authors have used emphatic language . The 
following quotation will illustrate: 
"Regardless of how well the problems of group-
ing have been dealt with at the communit y or school 
level, the classroom teacher c~ really make or break 
the situation . " 3/ 
1/ Pauline Hilliard , Improving Social Learnings in the Elemffi-
tary School , Bureau of Publications, Teachers College , 
Columbia University, New York , 1954 . 
g_j Ibid • , p • 8 4 • 
~ Corey, et . al . , ~· cit . , p . 372 . 
14 
If a teacher is to 'make' the situation, he must believe that 
grouping is essential to learning and he must, at all times, 
keep in mind the particular job the children are working on. 
Besides being a good observer and interpreter, the teacher 
should be a skillful manipulator . Knowledge of sociometric 
techniques will help decrease intra-group competition and hos-
i/ 
tility. Flexible, skillful manipulation of small groups can aid 
any instructional program if consideration has been given to y 
the child's emotional maturity and abi l ity to 'fit• . 
The Petty Study at the University of Texas made several 
conclusi ons . They were concerned primarily with the teacher's 
role in small group instruction . The study's purpose was to 
find out how small gr·oup instruction works . All the teachers 
involved agreed that setting standards and evaluation were very 
important to successful group work . Careful planning worked 
best; this was true for specific objectives as well as long 
range objectives. Also, when the group leaders were given con-
ference periods for specific leadership training, the results 
were always better. 
i/ Passon and MacKenzie stated that in light of the research 
on group behavior, teachers must b e alert to new methods which 
11 Glad, op . cit., PP • 354-357 . 
y "How Are We Grouping," .2£. cit • , pp • 354-364 • 
y "How Small Group Instruction 
p . 133. 
Works," 
.2£ · _ill., 
i/ Passon and MacKenzie,~.~ . , P • 73 
15 
use group dynamics . There are not enour,h accounts available of 
the actual operation of group - centered classes to fortify the 
l} 
teachers who are still wary . They felt that successful teach-
ers , who are using small group techniques, should report . 
Helseth expressed the oroblem in the fol l owing manner : 
"One of the serious problems facing modern teachers 
and supervisors is how to ~ake possible those group ex-
periences which are more than mass regimentation of in-
dividual experiences . Education for personal develop-
ment implies experiences in both varied group and indi -
vidual activities . n gj 
Role of the Administration 
Recent literature appears sparse and inexplicit regard-
in~ the role of school administrators and supervisors in small -
Y group operated classrooms . Some writers mentioned the impor -
tance of a sympathetic administration of group instruction were 
to be successful . The same authors stated that the school 
structure must be one in which groups can form and dissolve 
easily . There should be many opoortunities for spontaneous 
grouping . If the variety of school jobs is wide, there can be 
a wide variety of groups . 
School administration can help in the selection of materi -
i/ 
als available to teachers . Heffernan thought that administrators 
]/Ibid . , p . 73 . 
g/ Helseth , ££ • cit ., p . 374 . 
~Corey , et . al ., £2 • cit ., pp . 364 - 374 . 
Heffernan, ££ · cit . p . 39 . 
16 
could be of valuable assistance in interpreting a small group 
program to parents and in enlisting their understanding . Part 
of the responsibility for a well - rounded testing program also 
rests with the school leaders, it was felt . 
This quotation seems to be appropriate for both adminis -
trators and teachers: 
"Schools and individual teachers are at various 
stages in the development of progr ams which contribute 
to the social learnings of children . Some programs 
are tightly organized with rigid time schedules and 
subject-matter requirements that are largely base·d on 
textbooks and evaluated on prescribed tests . Many 
others are using teacher-made units which permit some 
pupil-teacher planning , varied activities and inter-
esting first-hand experiences . ~few are based on im-
proving the quality of day- by- day living through help-
ing children learn intelligent , cooperative ways of 
fulfilling their own puruoses and solving their own 
problems as individuals or in groups . Begardless of 
where a school may be in its development , changes can 
be made that will contribute to the quality of living 
which goes on there if the adults believe changes are 
desirable , and if thev understand how to work on im-
proving the basic conditions . " 1/ 
Use of Small Groups in Teaching Languqge Arts y 
Dawson has said that nearly all the good elementary schools 
provide small group instruction in the langua~e arts within the 
larger class groups . This instruction is usually given when 
particular pupils show common needs for learning some specific 
1/ Hilliard, £E · cit . , pp . 85 - 86 . 
gj Mildred A. Dawson, "Types of Organization of Language Arts 
Programs," Forty-Third Yearbook of the National Society for 
the Study of Education, Part II,-r944, pp . 110-117 . ---
17 
skill . ~ben a school in operating a core pro~ram of social 
1/ 
studies and science, t:bis authority- stated that the language 
2/ 
teaching sho11ld not be just incidenta l. Also , Dawson- has ex-
pressed the idea that there is a tendency for schools to inte-
grate l anguage instruction at the primary l evel and to separate 
a t the middle and upper grades for rrill on detail and correct 
3/ 
usage . Painter- agreed , in part , when she said that after a 
te8.cher hils analyzed the children 's language weaknessses , those 
with similar probl ems should work in one group . 
4/ 
One report: although written in reference to older children 
contained some good points for any literature program , especial-
ly . Groups , it was felt, were better than whole class instruc -
tion . This was presented as a compro~ise to individual assign-
ments, which are diffjcult in large classes . When a single se-
lection v1as to be discussed, the class -..vas divided into three 
groups ,a fast , an avera~e and a slow . The topies for discussion 
were differentiated , and the level of expected int erpretation 
·va~ graduated. When readings were chosen on a free - selection 
basis by the students , specific guides were furnished for post -
1/ Ibid ., pp . 110-117 . 
g/ Dawson , ~· cit ., p . 67 . 
~Helen W. Painter, "Meeting Individual Differences through 
':'he Language Arts ," Elementary Enrlish (February 1954) 
31 : 85 - 92 . 
i/ James R. Squire, "Individualizing the Teachinrr of Litera-
ture ," English Journal (September 1956) 45:514-319. 
18 
reading discussi on . In this way the discussion units were based 
primarily on interest . Good results were reported by alterna-
ting the se methods . ]} 
Gers tle ' s wor k offered specific suggestions for a differen-
tiated language program at the fifth grade level . She emphasized 
the sharing of writing resul t s as essential to a good language 
progr am . Many of the lessons offered were built around small 
group sharing . Some of these were the sharing of gr oup - formula-
ted notebooks, dramatizations and or ally- r ead compositions . 
Probably the most pertinent available discussion , which 
included t hought to both the language arts and small gr oup or -
?:/ 
ganization , was that of Durr ell ' s . An attempt will b e made to 
summarize his writing on this top ic . 
It was said that probably the greatest differences exist 
among children in the language arts, since home envi ronment con-
tributes mostly to the con~unication skills . Effective instruc-
tion, then , depends on its adaption to Pupil needs . 
The probl ems involved in adapting teachin~ to i ndividual 
and group needs were explained . The teacher ' s problem is to ar-
ranre tho language arts work so that both slow and fast pupils 
are able to benefit and move ahead . For these slow and fast 
1/ Dorothy H. Gerstle , 111\'otivatino- ··vritten Language in Fifth 
Grade with Suggestions for Sixty Lessons Based Upon Soc ial 
Studies ," Unpubljshed ]laster's Thesis, Boston University , 
School of Education, 1956 . 
2/ Donald D. Durrell , "Caring for Individual and Group Needs ," 
- Forty-Third Yearbook of the ~Tati onal Society f'or the Study 
of Education, Part II, 1944, pp . 98-109 . 
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learners especially, any text or workbook is found usually to 
be unsuitabl e . Some of this variance can be reduced with abi -
lity grouping . Since there is a minimum of exact knowledge of 
the actual steps in language deve l opment, a divergence of opin-
ion has resulted concerning its program in schools . The for -
mal hampers creativeness; the informal is not systematic enough 
for the slow learner . 
Once the grade emphase s have b een formulated by a ll the 
teachers , the teacher must select the skills and abiliti es to 
teach during the school year, being particular to inventory in 
reference to these skills . Such an inventory can be made , it 
was suggested , from check lists , tests, observation and evaluat-
ing tests against daily work . 
Durrell ' s next step was to suggest the preparation of a 
master list and to plan individualized work accordingly . Those 
pupils who are high in all areas should be encouraged to use 
their abilities in larger language projects . In this way they 
would not be wasting time or depriving others of their pleasure 
in achieving . If most of the group seem to require some phase 
of basi c skill teaching, then large group instruction would be 
indicated . Vfuen few pupils are lacking in specific areas , 
small group teaching is indicated . Further , it was stated: 
"Each child should know the specific items on which 
he needs help, so that he will see importance of class 
or group instruction and may practice for hi mself those 
abilities in wh·ch he needs to improve." 1/ 
_;1/ Ibid ., p . 106 
--
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Steps were offered as necessary to planr. ing a year 's 
pro~ram . The classroom teacher should b e co ~nizant of two def -
inite problems in this planning , motivation through anpealing 
activities and provision of specific instruction in the basic 
skills found needed . The initial step would be to choose units 
of work which furnish a wide range of opportunities for all the 
children . Individualized assignments are important to the mo -
ti vation of Ot>!l}_ and written language . Next , definite time 
should be allowed for skills deve lonment , with worksheets pro-
vided for good u sa ge . School locale will influence the plan-
ning and course of the language arts program . 
In the final analysis, the burden was placed on the 
classroom teacher : 
"The professional ingenuity of the classroom 
teacher in providing for individual differences is 
the only real ffuarantee of effective instruction in 
language arts • 1/ 
i/ ~., P . 109 
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CHAPTER III 
SUGGESTED LANGUAGE ARTS ACTIVITIES 
SUGG~STED LANGUAGE ARTS ACTIVITI~S APPROPRIATE FOR THE 
WHOLE CL.t\SS ( INTERn~IATE GRADES) 
ORAL 
Plan an assembly program 
Plan a class program 
Participate in class meetings 
Discuss playground activities 
Discuss behavior standards 
Discuss overall plans for a class trip or 
class party 
Evaluate class work and plan new work 
Evaluate reports by individuals and groups 
VffiiTTEN (Functional) 
Write thank-you notes , invitations, letters of 
appreciation 
Fill in forms on test headings, cards and ques-
tionnaires 
Complete outlines in content areas 
Take notes on reports, guest speakers , assem-
blies 
CREATIVE EXPERIENCES FOR LISTENING AND VRITING 
Make a class collection of stories and poems 
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WHOLE CLASS ACTIVITIES (continued) 
from magazines and books 
Listen to readings, recordings and dramatiza-
tions 
Close eyes to visualize stimulus word Pictures 
Go on trips 
Listen to poems and stories and discuss word 
pictures 
Listen to fine music to stimulate imagination 
Write together songs, poems, stories to cul-
minate units of work or trips 
SPELLING 
Supply a missing word 
Dictation exercises 
Match meanings that are opposite or alike 
Form plurals 
Make new words from root words using prefixes 
and suffixes 
Build compound words 
' Locate rhyming words 
Classify words according t o groups 
Comuose sentences using spelling words 
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WHOLE CLASS ACTIVITIES (continued) 
LITERATURE 
Guess the title of a book from a pantomine 
Set a poem to music 
Plan and organize a book club 
Maintai n a classroom library 
Plan a progr am during Book We ek 
Listen to poems and stories read by the 
teacher 
Attend movies of literary classics 
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II. SUGGESTED LANGUAGE ARTS ACTIVITIES APPROPRIATE FOR 
SMALL GROUPS 
OAAL 
.............. 
Report on a class trip 
Present informational reports (Social Studies, 
Science) 
Dramatize stories, holidays, events in content 
subjects 
Work with puppets 
Make a shadow play 
Participate in a panel discussion 
Discuss standards for reports, group meetings , 
social situations and hobbies 
Plan murals, bulletin boards, exhibits 
WRITTEN (Functional) 
Outline committee plans 
Summarize committee plans 
Make a bibliography of group work 
Edit and prepare a group booklet 
CREATIVE EXPERIENCES FOR LISTENING AND WRITING 
List words to describe an object or painting 
Suggest story ideas 
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S:MA.LL GROUP ACTIVITIES (continued) 
Make a list of local speech expressions 
List words to help express ideas about seasons , 
special experiences 
Write a ballad or song 
Write a descript ion of a project 
SPELLING 
Play a form of 'word' Bingo 
Have a word meaning bee 
Listen to riddles about words 
Play 'I'm thinking of a word ' 
Work on common difficulties - auditory or 
visual nature 
LITERATURE 
Listen to a story (in part) and supply an 
ending 
Make a diorama to illustrate a story 
Make a mural to illustrate a story 
Plan a puppet show 
Dramatize a scene from a story 
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III . SUGGSSTED LANGUAGE ARTS ACTIVITIES APPROPRIATE FOR 
PAI~ED GROUPS 
ORAL 
Dramatize correct telephoning procedures 
Report to the class on research findings 
Dramatize proper social practices (Intro-
ductions, conversation) 
Perform with puppets 
Conduct interviews 
Give directions 
Plan bulletin boards, posters 
VffiiTTEr (Functi onal) 
Write bulletin board headings, display cap-
tions 
Write reports on community problems, exhibits, 
programs 
Write out directions for finding a location 
Keep records of science experiments 
Write directions of how to make something 
CREATIV3 EXPERIENCES I N WRITHTG A.'TD LIST ~ING 
Compose question for a quiz 
Compose questions for an interview 
Write an imagin ry conversation-each playing 
a role 
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PAI RED GROUP ACTIVITIES (continued) 
Write dialogues for shadow plays , puppet 
shows 
Write a dramatization for a poem 
SPELLING 
Work together on weekly words 
Help each other with vowel sounds, blends 
and endings 
Review words already studied 
Check papers on practice tests 
LITERATURE 
Impersonate story characters 
Have imaginary conversations between story 
characters 
Create scenes to depict a story or poem 
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IV . SUGGESTED LANGUAGE ARTS ACTI\~TIES APPROPRI ATE FOR 
INDIVIDUAL :/ORK 
ORAL 
Report an individual trip 
Report an interview 
Make an announcement 
Report research results in content areas 
Report on books, articles, new programs 
Tell a story 
Report the results of committee work 
WRITTEN (Functional) 
Keep records in notebooks , folders, graphs 
Keep a trip record 
Write business letters for reservations, 
materials, information , of acknowledg-
ment 
Write friendly letters to 
pen pals 
relatives, friends 
Keep records of committee work, library reading , 
sports 
Outline for oral reports 
Take notes on references and stories for re-
ports 
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INDIVIDUAL ACTIVITIES (continued) 
Write a report of a personal experience, an 
event, book, movie 
Write a summary about a book , story, program 
Write descriptions of characters, places, pic-
tures, events 
Write anecdotes, adventure stories, animal 
stories 
Make diary entries 
CREATIVE EXPE~ IENCES FOR WRITING AND LISTENING 
Collect stories and poems for a personal 
notebook 
Read poetry and find word Pictures 
Verbalize feelings that prompted a poem or 
story 
Write a story from a given beginning or 
ending s entence 
Change wards in a sentence to improve the 
expression 
Find and list descriptive words 
Rearrange sentences to improve sequence 
Write noems to show mood , describe, r eveal 
humor 
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I~IDIVIDUAL ACTIVIES (continued) 
Write verse for holiday cards 
Write descriptive paragraphs 
Write script for aclass program 
SPELLING 
~fork on word puzzles 
Compile a dictionary 
Keep a list of difficult words 
Copy words accurately 
Study word etymology 
Write stories or sentences u sing spelling 
words 
]Kake up riddles to a sk class members 
LITERATURE 
Make book jackets 
Make posters for a book fair or Book Week 
Keep tract of books read 
Write book reviews 
Make oral book reports 
32 
' 
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CHAPTER IV 
SUGGSSTED LANGUAGE ARTS LESSONS 
Area: 
Purpose: 
Mate1•ials: 
Procedure: 
Evaluation: 
Oral Language (Discussion) 
To discuss the classroom organization 
for the year and to set standards for 
small group discussjons . 
Pencil and paper for group secretaries . 
Bl ackboard . 
Ask the class why it is advisable to 
have a neat, well-kept room. After dif-
ferent ideas have been expressed, separ-
ate the chiJdren into small gr oups of 
five or six . 
After the ~roup meetings are 
over and the class has reassembled, 
have each secretary report for his 
group . Su ggestions may be noted on the 
blackboard, and after all the secretaries 
have reported any omissions or additions 
may be talked over . 
Ask t he class if there were any places 
that the group meetings mi ght be im-
proved. Have the youn~sters r eturn to 
their smal l gr oups and make suggestions 
in relation to how to conduct a small 
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group meeting, that is, when four 
or five groups are meeting at ane time . 
\Vhen the class is brought back to -
gether , the chairmen report the results. 
Standards for successful small group meet -
ings should be set at this time using the 
teacher as a guide . A small committee 
may be chosen or two volunteers select-
ed to make a poster which lists the dis-
cussion standards . The poster may be 
hung in the room and used as a basis 
for future evaluations . 
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Area: 
Purpose : 
Materials: 
Procedure: 
Oral Language (Di scussion) 
To set standards for good conversa-
tion at the lunch tables . To help 
children carry on gr oup discussion 
according to accepted standards . 
Pencil and paper for all . 
Open a general discussion about good 
table manners and ask if there are 
some ways of improving the lunch-time 
conversations . Ask them to discuss 
and make a list of these topics in 
small group discussions. Have one 
child read the list of discussion 
standards already posted . 
Divide the children according to 
their lunch t able gr oups . The lunch 
table may act as chairman and may appoint 
or have a r ecorder elected . After 
enough time has been allowed, (ten 
minutes) bring the groups back together . 
A listing of conversation topics may 
be compiled as the chairmen report. Two 
children may be selected to make a suit-
able poster . 
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Evaluation : Ask the children to think about how 
his group behaved in relation to each 
standard previously set . An alterna-
tive would be to have paper passed and 
numbered according to the number of 
discussion standards . Read each stan-
dard and have the children place a 
plus or minus sign on their papers be-
side that standard . These may be tabu-
lated for a later comparison or discussed 
after the checking is completed . 
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Area : 
Purpose: 
~aterials: 
Procedure: 
Oral Language (Discussion) 
To choose a representative for the 
school ' s Student Council . To fur -
ther good discussion techniques . 
To give practice in interviewing . 
To provide practice in parliamentary 
procedure . 
Pencil and paper . 
Following the first school assembly 
led by the Student Council, initiate 
a short discussion of the Council and 
ask if it wouldn ' t be wise to learn 
more about it since the class will 
need to elect a representative . Have 
two chihlren chosen to interview some 
of the upper grade members to find out 
about a representative's duties . 
After the interviewers have had 
a chance to do their job , have them 
report to the class. Have them list 
the duties on the chalkboard . 
Ask the children to discuss in 
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Evaluation : 
small groups what qualifications the 
child who represents the class will 
need in relation to the duties . Div-
ide the youngsters into groups of five 
or six with a chairman and recorder . 
After their discussion the suggestions 
should be reported by one of the group 
members. 
The class is then asked to make 
nominations for Student Council repre-
sentative . This may be led by the 
class president and carried on accord-
ing to parliamentary procedure . When 
nominations have been closed, the presi-
dent may appoint a co~mittee of two to 
prepare ballots for voting at the next 
class meeting . 
The small group discussions and the 
class meeting may be evaluated orally 
with the teacher using the class stan-
dards as a check list . Or, ask each chrtl 
to write in one or two sentences why he 
thought his group had a successful meet -
ing . 
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Area: 
Purpose: 
Materials: 
Procedure: 
Oral Language (Oral Reports) 
To establish the criteria for a good 
oral report . 
A radio, a large piece of poster paper 
and a black crayon. 
Have a one o'clock listening period 
every day for three or four days . Have 
the class listen to a different news 
reporter each day . Then ask the class 
which reporter they liked best and why . 
List their reasons on the board and 
from these develop the criteria . For 
example, if they say, ' he speaks clear-
ly', the criterion would be 'use good 
grammar '. After the criteria have been 
listed, transfer these to a chart for 
classroom display, or have them copied 
into the children ' s notebooks . 
The criteria mi ght include the 
following poi nt s : 
1 . The report should show that 
the reporer went out of his 
way to make it good . 
2 . The beginning and ending 
'·. 
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Evaluat i on: 
show some originality. 
,) 3 . It should be given in ac-
ceptable speech. 
4 . It should be well organized . 
5 . The reporter should be easily 
heard . 
6 . The listeners should have a 
chance to evaluate the re-
port . 
7 . The reporter should evaluate 
his 11 own report . 
Use these criteria for evaluating oral 
reports made by the class . 
Anna Brochick, "Improving Oral Reports," Eng-
lish Journal (May 1953) 42 : 262 - 264 . 
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Area : 
Purpose : 
Materials : 
Procedure: 
Oral Language (Oral Reports ) 
To give practice in oral renorting 
by making use of the small group 
technique . 
Biographical materials on the early 
Spanish explorers including texts, 
biographies , pamphlets and encyclo-
pedia . 4 x 6 note cards . 
During the time the class is study-
ing and discussing the major Spanish 
explorers , that is , Columbus , Cortes , 
Ponce de Leon , etc . , spend a period 
with the fast reading group introduc -
ing the names of Spaniards who are 
less emphasized in the textbooks . 
These might include Diaz, Pizarro 
and Coronado . Depending on the size 
of the group, allow these children to 
work individually or in pairs prepar-
ing their reports for the class . Check 
daily on their progress . After two 
or three work periods, show them how to 
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Evaluation: 
make notes to talk from, using small 
note cards . Allow time for them to 
practice giving the reports to each 
other and encourage the use of any 
illustrative materials they can find 
or make themselves. 
After each report is presented , the 
reporter (or reporters) should evalu-
ate the report in terms of the cri-
teria established by the class . The 
class shoul d then have an opportunity 
to evaluate the performance . Lastly, 
it is the teacher ' s turn . 
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Area: 
Purpose: 
Materials: 
Procedure: 
Oral Language (Oral Peports) 
To provide an opportunity for all 
the members of the class to make an 
individual oral report . 
Library books at varied reading lev-
els. Tape recorder . Note cards . 
Prior to this lesson collect several 
library books at varied readin~ lev-
els . Meet with each reading group 
and read aloud parts from appropriate 
books for that level . After each 
section has been read , ask 'who would 
like to read this book?'. 
When the children have had a 
chance to do the reading, the teacher 
may wish to spend a class period bring-
ing out points about what comprises a 
good book report . 
When the reuort s are ready, 
have the youngsters present theirs to 
their ovm reading group first . The 
children may choose the best one to be 
presented to the whole class . 
Evaluation: Each reading group should evalu-
ate the report to be given to the 
whole class in terms of the class 
criteria . The teacher may tape 
record these and play them to the 
class, allowing the class to deter-
mine why these were chosen as ex-
amples of good re~orting . 
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Area: 
Purpose: 
Materials: 
Procedure: 
Oral Language (Conversation) 
To help the children develop the 
feeling of respons ibility f or par-
ticipating in conversation and to 
help them develop the courtesies 
necessary for listening and exchang-
ing points of view . 
A suggestion box . 
Select six or s even students to bring 
their chairs to the fromt of the room. 
Try not to make a random selection of 
students, but try to include two ag-
gresive conversationalists , one or 
two submis sive youngsters and a mix-
ture of boys and girls . 
Have the children talk about 
a recent event of local interest , 
school on Saturday , report cards , or 
similar topics . Continue this pro-
cedure through the week until all the 
chili ren have had an opportunity to 
participate in a conversation group . 
The process may also be extended to 
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Evaluation : 
having two gr oups operate at one 
time , then three groups and so on . 
When the groups are operating smooth-
ly, the composition of them may be 
shifted . If a regular period a week 
is set aside , have the children sub-
mit topics to a suggestion b ox . 
After each group conver sation at the 
initial stages , hel p the children to 
evaluate their conversation in terms 
of courtesies in listening , inter-
rupting , exchanging viewpoints , per -
centage of participation by indiv-
iduals and open-mindedness . Vfuen 
more than one group is operating , 
have an observer selected to check 
salient points and to call atten-
tion to them later in the final e-
valuation period . 
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Area: 
Purpose: 
Materials: 
Procedure: 
Evaluation: 
Oral Language (Conversati on) 
To help the children develop good 
habits in conversational situa-
tions . 
None . 
Appoint an observer or two for 
each lunch table. Have the ob-
server listen for the type of sub-
jects that was talked about, the 
variety, the number participating, 
etc . Change the observers frequent-
ly. 
Have the observers report to the 
class after the lunch period con-
cerning what they noticed . Evalu-
ate in terms of the standards prev-
iously established with the class . 
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Area : 
Purpose : 
Materials : 
Procedure : 
Evaluation : 
Oral Language (Conversation) 
To present ways of n-eeting a visi-
tor or new cl ass member through good 
conversation and social amenity . 
None . 
Begin by talking over with the class 
the reasons why it is important to 
be made to feel at home in a strange 
place . If there are boys and gir l s 
in the cl a s s who have been to other 
schools, br ing out their feelings 
and observations . 
Have one or two youngsters 
chosen to be visitors . A small group 
may be selected to act as greeters . 
As the ' visitors ' enter, have the 
class listen to the manner in which 
the greeting i s performed . Variety 
may be added to the lesson by hav-
ing someone act the part of a ' new 
student' , ' supervisor ', or the ' Pr in-
cipal '. 
Have the chiJd ren 11 scus s their ob-
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servations in terms of the stan-
dards mentioned at the beginning 
of the lesson. They may also be 
guided to add a 'host' and 'hostess' 
to the helpers chart. 
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Area: 
Purpose: 
Materials : 
Procedure: 
Oral Language (Story Telling) 
To develop the ability to entertain 
and interest a group and to further 
develop a sense of sequence in story 
telling . 
Paul Bunyan Stories , Tall Tales and 
Tall Men , Pecos Bill, or any suit -
able tall stories . 
For a couple of weeks preceeding this 
lesson, read to the class an appro-
priate variety of tall tales during 
story time . 
One day, instead of reading, 
tell a tall tale to the group . Ask 
the children if they can think of an 
appropriate title or beginning sen-
tence for one of their o\vn . After a 
story is started, allow the plot to 
develop using the ' round Robin ' tech-
nique . 
To elaborate or develop fur -
there, have more stories created by 
pairs or small groups . 
Bo·ton Univer sity 
Sc.:.oul of Education 
LibrarY. 
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Evaluation: Evaluate in terms of sequence , 
expression , humor and vividness . 
Choose one or two students to 
tell their stories to another 
class to see if the audience lis-
tens and enjoys it . 
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Area: 
Purpose : 
Materials : 
Procedure: 
Evaluation: 
Oral Language (Story Telling) 
To develop further a sense of se-
quence by creating an original end-
ing to a familiar story . 
The Spanish fTap:;i cian , The Reward of 
Virtue, In Yeddo Boy, or a similar 
short story. 
Read the familiar story to the class . 
Discuss the ending of the story. Ask 
how many liked the way the story end-
ed . Discuss ways of ending stories 
and list on the board. In small 
groups have the children think of 
different ways to end the story 
just read . Volunteers from each group 
may tell their ' best' endi.ng to the 
whole class . 
Have the class evaluate in terms of 
their responses as compared to the 
ways that stories end on their list . 
They may wish to evaluate their ef-
fectiveness in group discussions . 
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• 
Area : 
Purpose : 
Materials: 
Procedure : 
Evaluation: 
Oral Language (Story Tel ling) 
To appeal to the senses as a means 
of stirring the imagination . 
Various devices for making noises , 
such as : a desk bell , a whi s tle , 
crackling paper , marbles to drop 
on a tray, etc . Also , a good story 
or poem that has sensory appeal , 
such as , Night ~' ~Revere ' s 
Ri de , parts of ill Over ~· 
Read the story or poem to the class . 
Have the class discuss the sounds 
that helped make it seem real . Have 
the chi l dren shut their eyes and lis -
ten to some sounds . Use the objects 
l isted above and make different 
noises . Ask the children to think 
of a story that weaves in these 
sounds . After the youngsters have 
worked individually or in pairs , 
have volunteers chosen to tell the 
story to the class . 
11lake the evaluation on the basis of 
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how well the sounds were woven 
into the story . If the class has 
been working on good beginnings 
and endings, discuss these . 
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Area: 
Purpose: 
Materials : 
Procedure: 
Evaluation: 
Oral Language (Dramatization) 
To give practice in the use of 
facial expression , gestures and 
bodily action in pantomine drama-
tization . 
No special . 
Have the class think of the titles 
of several fables, nursery rhymes 
and favorite stories that they en-
joyed in primary grades . Have them 
choose partners and ask them to think 
of some familiar story or rhyme they 
can act out without saying a word . 
After they have had a ·chance to plan 
together , reassemble the class and l et 
one pair act theirs out at a time . Let 
the class try to identify the story 
that is being dramatized. 
When all have had a chance , a sk the 
class what types of acting made identi-
fication easy . List them on the board. 
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Area: 
Purpose: 
Materials: 
Procedure: 
Evaluation: 
Oral Language (Dramatization) 
To g ive the class practice in in-
formal dramatization with a minimum 
of pre-planning. 
None . 
Make a list of six or seven holidays 
on separate slips of paper. Explain 
to the class that they will be divided 
into groups of four or five and will 
receive a slip of paper bearing the 
name of a holiday . ~plain that their 
group may dramatize orally or by pan-
tomine their particular holiday . Cau-
tion the groups that they should work 
as quietly as possible as no one knows 
which holi day they have . After a short 
time have the dramatizations presented 
to the whole class . 
Have the children evaluate the per-
formances in respect to the ease with 
which they were able to make the iden-
tifications . Encourage comments about 
good gestures , action and speech. 
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Solicit co~~ents tha t praise the 
group that exhibited the b est 
planning . 
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Area: 
Purpose: 
Materials: 
Procedure: 
Oral Language (Dramatization) 
To prepare a dramatization re-
lated to Social Studies for an 
assembly program . 
Squanto and the Pilgrims . 
Begin reading Squanto (or a simi -
lar book) to the class during 
story time . Bach day, before 
reading further, have one or two 
children re - tell the story that 
far . Explain to the children that 
this story is easy to act out and 
that they may wish to when they 
have heard the entire story . Keep 
a brief, sequential outline of 
Squanto's life on a large, dis-
played paper or on one corner of 
the blackboard . 
1-fuen the reading is com-
pleted, ask the class to identify 
the main parts of the story. (boy-
hood , young brave , capture , return , 
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Evaluation: 
helping the Pilgrims) The class 
may divide into three groups to pre-
pare a presentation for the class 
with the understanding that the most 
original and vivid will be chosen for 
an assembly presentation . In prepar -
ing this , it is better to have the 
groups concentrate on one phase of 
the story at a time until the entire 
story is worked out . 
Evaluate after each day's groupwork 
in terms of what made it real and 
vivid . This should help each group 
to improve and it would be hoped that 
the groups were balanced well enough 
so that each would eventually be se-
lect ed to present a scene or two from 
the story at the assembly . 
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Area: 
Purpose: 
l~terials: 
Procedure: 
Functional Written Language (Letter 
Writing ) 
To give practice in v~iting an infor -
mal invitation 
One or two language texts, pencil , 
paper . 
If the class is planning to invite 
another class to an informal play or 
party, they may wish to v~ite invita-
tions to their guests . Before the 
l esson , pick out the language books 
with sample invitations written in 
the corre ct form . Ask an able young-
ster to locate those sections of the 
texts and to be ready to read these 
to the class . At the beginning of 
the lesson ask him to read aloud from 
these texts . (assuming the class is 
already aware of the need and purpose 
of the invitation) Ask the class what 
significant items must be included in 
their letters and list these . Review 
the proper letter form . 
Put the na~es of the people to be 
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invited in a box and pass the box 
so that each child has some one to 
write t o . On the day of the party 
or dramatization that child may be 
made res~onsible for his guest , es -
pecially if there are seats to be 
shared or refreshments to be served . 
The invitations may be exchanged 
for proof reading and later checked by 
the teacher . 
Evaluation : Have a few of the invitations read 
orally and discuss ed to see how well 
they convey the message and show cor-
diality . 
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Area: 
Purpose : 
Materials: 
Procedure: 
Functional 1'lritten Language 
(Friendly Letters) 
To provide experience in func -
tional letter .writing and to help 
further a s an s 0 of social respon-
sibillty . 
Paper and pencil 
On the first occasion during the 
school year that the class has any 
prolonged absenteeism, it is a 
good opportunity for the class to 
write friendly letters to the ab -
sent chi ld . T'oti vate the lesson by 
asking questions which bring out the 
import ance of having the sick young-
ster know that other s are t h inking 
of him . 
After this experience lead the 
class toward a discussion of how let-
ters of this kind might be handled 
throughout the school year . If pos-
sible , guide the clas s to decide 
that a small commtttee, el ected month-
----~ 
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ly, might be formulated to take 
such a responsibility . The com-
mittee ' s duties would be either to 
write tte letters themselves or soli -
cit volunteers to qssist them . 
Evaluation : Have the committee leader report to 
the class at regular meetings or 
before a new committee is chosen . 
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Area: 
Purpose: 
Materials: 
Procedure: 
Functional Written Language 
(Letter Writing ) 
To give the children practice in 
writing a thank - you note and a tact -
ful explanation . 
Pictures of toys cut from catalogues 
or magazines, pencil and paper . 
Before t his lesson cut out pictures 
of enough different toys so that there 
is one for each child in the class . 
On the day of the lesson hand out a 
'toy ' to each youngster . Tell the 
children that these are presents from 
a 'rich uncle ' who has not seen his 
' nieces and nephews ' for a long time 
and has even forgotten how big they 
are or if they are boys or girls . 
Explain to the claffi that their 
job is to write to their 'uncle' and 
thank him, but at the same time to 
see if they can explain tactfully 
enough about themselves so that a 
more appropriate gift might be forth-
coming another time . 
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Evaluation : If the child ' s letter i s well-
written and the situation has been 
well explained , ' send ' him an appro -
priate ' gift ' another time . I f not , 
' send ' a less suitable one . 
66 
Area: 
Purpose: 
Materials : 
Procedure: 
Functional 
(Business 
Written Language 
Letters) 
To give practice in writing business 
letters to help plan a field trip to 
Sturbri dge Village . To culminate , 
in part , a Social Studies Unit on 
Colonial New England . 
Pencils, paper, stamps and envelopes . 
If the class is desirous of planning 
a trip to Old Sturbridge Villa~e, be -
gin with a discussion of what com-
mittees would be required to make 
complete trip arrangements . (The vil-
lage is usually open until November 
lst and re - opens around April lst) , 
address: School Department, Old Stur -
bridge Vill age, Sturbridge, Mass ., ) 
Guide the children to include approx-
imately the following co~mittees: A 
corres ponding committee with Old 
Sturbridge , A thank-you coMmittee and 
a committee to gather information 
about Old Sturbridge . Limit the mem-
ship to volunteers, elected or select-
ed . 
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Evaluation: 
Hav e the groups use business 
letters form in all the correspon-
dence prior to the trip . Hake each 
cl ass member responsi0le for at 
least two letters re gardless of com-
mittee work , a request -for-permission-
note to his parents and a thank- you 
note to the source of his transporta -
tion . 
HRve the co~~itte e leaders report 
regularly during the pre - trip period . 
After the trip have the 0lass evalu-
ate: 
1 . Committee success 
2 . Adequacy of planning 
3 . Suggestions for improve -
ment 
4 . Ways that l etter writing 
served the class purposes 
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Area : 
Purpose: 
Materials : 
Procedure : 
Functional Written Language 
(Le t ter 1Vri t i ng) 
To provide experience in ~aking a 
fie l d trip arrangements through 
small gr oup planning . To give pr ac -
t i ce in wr.l. ting business letters . To 
culminate a science unit on weather . 
Pencil , paper , address of the nearest 
United States Weather Bureau and the 
addresses of local citizens whose 
jobs are dependent on the weather . 
Initiate the necessary p lanning dur -
ing a teaching unit on weather . In 
order t~ motivate interest in having 
people come i n and talk to t he class , 
have the class discuss t he effect of 
wea ther on daily lives . List on the 
board people in the community whose 
jobs are affected by the weather . 
This list might include an airlines 
pilot , a policeman, a f ireman , a 
farmer and a doctor . 
In organizing the committees , 
make one r e sponsible for writing to 
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Evaluation: 
these citizens and arranging to have 
them talk to the class . Help the 
children from other committees to 
arrange a trip to the weather bureau , 
including sub - committees for trans -
portation , thank- you let t ers and ad-
ministrative arrangements . (Other 
clAss groups may be workin~ on bulle -
tin boards , experiments or reports) 
Make each class member responsible 
for two letters , one to a sk parental 
permission and another to thank his 
car or bus driver . 
Ask for periodic committee reports 
during the plannjng stage . Have the 
clas s make a post-trip evaluation 
of its success in terms of: 
1 . Adequacy of the plans 
2 . Use of letter writing 
3 . Importance of s haring re -
sponsibility 
4 . Suggestions for improvement 
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Area: 
Purpose: 
:Materials : 
Procedure : 
Evaluation: 
Functional V/ritten Language 
(Keeping Records) 
To provide individual practice in 
keeping a progTess record . 
Individual notebooks, graph paper . 
After two or three weeks of school , 
pass out a sheet of gr aph paper to 
each child , explaining the class 
members are going to learn a new way 
of keeping a record of their spell -
ing profrese . Put a sample bar graph 
on the blackboard which illustrates a 
theoretical pupil ' s spelling marks . 
Follow t'!J.i s vli th instruction in num-
bering and dating the graphs . As the 
youngsters are preparing the graphs , 
check with each pupil to see if his 
total word scores corresDond to the 
teacher ' s marking book . After the 
bar graphs are completed, staple or 
clip them to the back , inside cover of 
the children ' s notebooks . 
This procedure is successful insofar 
as the children continue to exhibit 
71 
interest in recording and improv-
ing their scores . 
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Area: 
Purpose : 
Materials: 
Procedure : 
Functional Written Language 
(Keeping Records) 
To make a library card file and to 
provide practice in keeping records . 
File box , 4 x 6 cards , class library . 
With the uupils ' help establish a 
card form for the library file box 
such as : 
Title : 
Author: 
Type of Story : 
Comment : 
Who read it? When? 
Guicle the class to choose a 
small coMmitt ee of two or three 
children to type or print a group 
of cards . They mey wish to inven-
tory and index the library books 
and to so l icit comments fro~ the 
children who have read them. 
As the year progresses, have the 
children enter their names on the 
cards after they have reed a book . 
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'Evaluation : 
The class may wish to make the 
class librarian responsible for pro-
per indexing and adding new cards 
when necessary . 
Use the car ds as a partial basis for 
judging the kind of book the children 
enjoy . Have the class discuss the 
ways that they can use the card file 
to help them select a book . 
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Area: 
Purpose: 
Materi als : 
Procedure: 
Evaluation: 
Functional Written Language 
(Outlinin~ ) 
To provide differentiated instruc -
tion in simple outlining through es-
tablished reading groups . 
Pencil, paper, a short story in the 
reading series . 
On occasion, incorporate the teach-
ing of outli~ing with the regular 
reading group instruction . After the 
groups have had practice in select-
ing main ideas, provide work sheets 
which supply a few sub-topics but have 
the main topics missing . As the groups 
gain in skill, increase the difficulty 
of the worK . 
Ask the children to bring their com-
pleted outlines to the reading group 
meeting . Have the topics or sub-
topics put on the board and discussed 
in re lation to length and suitability . 
Ask a student to tell the story using 
his outline as a guide . 
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Ar ea : 
Pu:!'J)OS e: 
Materials : 
Procedure : 
Functional Vritten Language 
(Outlining) 
To provide experience in outlining 
in a meaningful situation and to 
improve the quality of oral ~eports . 
Paper or notecards and pencils . 
This lesson is useful when an in-
dividual or a group is preparing 
reports for oral presentation . It 
is also helpful if students have a 
tendency to ' write out ' what they 
are planning to say . 
Call the children who have re -
ports to present around a black-
board and ask one c~ild to read the 
the first paragraph of his reuort . 
With the children ' s help, build a 
brief outline of that paragraph on 
the blackboard . Continue this pro -
cedure until the entire report has 
been outlined . Then give the chil-
dren notecards and ask them to out -
line their own reoorts from the 
' written out ' ones . 
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Evaluation: Before the reports are presented , 
reassemble the group and have the 
youngsters present them to the 
~roup . This will tPst the out-
line's utility, provide practice 
and give th9 children a chance 
to make further suggestions for 
improvement . 
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Area : 
Purpose: 
Mater i als : 
Procedure: 
Evaluation: 
Functional .1r i tten Lan8Uage 
(Note-taking) 
To illustrate the value of taking 
notes as a means of recalling im-
portant ooints and to give easy 
practice at the initial stages of 
lP arning this skill . 
A tape recorder , paper and pencil . 
Sometime when the class is working 
on reports, tape the oral report of 
a child who has a clear delivery . 
Re - play the ~eport to the class and 
stop the recorder at natural breaking 
spots . With the class making the sug-
gestions , pla ce brief notes on the 
blackbo~rd to show what is meant by 
1 takin7. notes '. Be sure to play the 
report enough times so that the chil -
dren have a chance to fill in the 
places they have missed . 
When further practice is given by this 
method, have the children try to take 
their own notes and then let them com-
78 
pare them to what the class com-
piles on the blackboard . 
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Area: 
Purpose: 
Materials: 
Procedure: 
Functional V~itten Language 
(Note taking) 
To give practice in taking not es to 
the whole class . To provide prac-
tice that will stimulate some of 
the difficulties encountered in pre -
paring a written or oral repor t . 
Land Of Liberty by Harriet Shoen, 
Exploring Our Country by Hamer , 
Follett , Ahlschwede , and Gross , or 
any two Social Studies books with 
similar materials on the same sub-
j ect . 
Mjmeograph page 46 from Exploring Our 
Country and ·page 58 fro~ Land of Lib -
erty . Both of these pages deal with 
Cartier ' s explorations in simple 
language . Distribute a copy to each 
child and ask them to read the mater -
ial . 
After they have had a chance to 
do the reading, give each youngster a 
sheet of scrap paper and ask them to 
jot down as briefly as possible the 
80 
Evaluation: 
important points about Cartier 
from the first selection . 1 ith the 
children's help, put these on the 
board and discuss the sui tability 
of each . 
Then ask them to read the se -
cond selection again to locate infor-
mation which the first part did not 
include. Have these poi nts jotted 
down on the scrap paper . 
Lead tho class into a discussion of 
how this lesson can be applied to 
report preparation . Discuss the 
differences between note taking and 
outlining . 
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Area: 
Purpose: 
Materials : 
Procedure: 
Functional Written Language 
( 1.1ri tten Reports) 
To provide practice in p~eparing 
written reports that will be used 
throughout a unit in reading . To 
give the children further experi -
ence working in pairs . To enrich 
vocabulary and extend reading skills . 
Science materials dealing with Red-
wood trees, the trade rat, the oppos -
sum, the raccoon, fish migrations , 
bird migrations , bird books . A sug-
gested list is included on Page 228 
of the Ginn ~eading Book , Trails to 
Treasure . 
Before beginning Unit TV of Trails 
to Treasure divide that reading group 
into pairs and have them select one 
of t he above topics to report on that 
they think would be interesting . Ex-
plain to the children that the group 
will be reading stories on these sub-
jects, but that the reports should be 
able to add to the group ' s knowledge 
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'Evaluation: 
as the work moves along . 
All ow the children to work in 
pairs the first to compile a list of 
questions, discussing suitability and 
interest . 
After they have had a chance to 
do some reading and note taking , call 
the group together to discuss ways of 
dividing the task of writing the re -
ports . Tell them that the reports will 
be needed as each new story is taken 
in the readin g books . 
As each report is used and the reading 
book story read, have the children find 
things they learned from the reports 
that were not in the reader . Allow 
the others to ask questio!ls of the re -
porters . Let the pair presenting the 
report prepare questions ahead of time 
to ask the group . 
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Area: 
Purpose: 
Materials: 
Procedure: 
Functional Vritten Language 
(Written Beuorts ) 
To compile a "Heroes Book" for the 
classroom and to give practice in 
writing a report that vlill be used 
by others . 
SupDlementary Social Studies book 
which contain biographical materials 
on Revolutionary heroes . 9 X 12 
construction paper . 
Use this lesson with one group in the 
Social Studies area during the unit 
on the American Revolution . It sup-
plements the sug~estion in Land of 
Liberty thet the children make indivi-
ual 'Heroes ' notel:o oks . Have the group 
members look up material on John Paul 
Jones, ~athan Hale, Lord Cornwallis , 
Lafayette, Baron Von Steuben , George 
Rogers Clark and others, depending on 
the size of the group . 
Precede the written work by a dis -
cussion of the kind of facts about these 
men that others would be interested in 
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Evaluation : 
reading about and, also , questions 
that the reports should answer . 
Check with the r roup daily and 
before the f~nal copy is ready for 
the notebook . Allow the children to 
supplement their reports with pictures 
and maps . Distribute cons truction pa-
per and let them paste their reports 
to the cons tructj on paper and then 
spend a short group meeting putting 
the notebook together . 
Evaluate daily progress with the chil -
dren at each group meeting . Discuss 
neatness and aopropr iateness of ma-
terial at the group meeting when the 
youngsters are putting the notebook 
together . Have them obs erve h ow fre -
quently other class members take the 
notebook from the library table . 
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Area: 
Purpose: 
Materials: 
Procedure : 
Functional Written Language 
( ritten Reports) 
To give the class practice in working 
in pairs during a Social Studies unit . 
To provide an opportunity for looking 
up material for written reports in a 
meaningful situation . 
An assortment of textbooks which con-
tain infor~ation about the thirteen 
original states on the intermediate 
level . Ample bulletin board space . 
Discuss with the class the fact that 
much of the information qbout the ori -
ginal states has not been covered in 
general study and discussion . Help 
them to see that by dividing into thir-
teen smallgroups they would be able to 
present more material of significance . 
Have the states listed on the 
board and assign one child to make a 
list of the children who volunteer , in 
pairs , for the various states . Assign 
two boys to measure, add and divide the 
bulletin board space in the classroom 
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Evaluation : 
equally among the groups . Discuss 
with the class the advantages of hav-
ing the sectional bulletin board ti-
tles lettered by the same person , or 
persons . (This enchances the final 
appearance of the room.) Set aside 
regular cl ass periods until the re -
ports and pictures are finished . 
Plan and discuss daily with the class 
about their progress and individual 
problems . Praise the neat , well-or-
ganized reports which appear on the 
bulletin board . ~llow the class to 
invite another fifth grade to the 
room and let each pair read and des-
cribe their section of bull etin board . 
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Area : 
Purpose: 
Materials : 
Procedure: 
Creative Language (Story 1'/ri ting) 
To provide an opportunity for crea -
tive writing that is meaningful and 
will supplement a Social Studies ac -
tivity already in progress . To ~ive 
the children a chance to combine fact 
and imagination in writin~ a travel -
ogue . 
Social Studies books which contain in-
formation ~bout thirteen a- i ginal states . 
(See lesson immediately preceeding this 
one . ) 
After the paired groups (See preceed-
ing lesson) ~ave fjnished working on 
their bulletin boa~d projects , ask 
them to write an imaginary travelogue 
about a trip through their parti0ular 
state . 
Bring out in the preliminary dis -
cussion that the travel may be made in 
colonial modes or by modern methods . 
Allow the proups to work togeth~r com-
posine their travelogues . Encourage 
88 
Evaluation: 
the use of geographical names , that 
is, the names of rivers, mountains and 
important cities . 
' hen the travelogues are finished, have 
them read by a child not in that group . 
This will furnish a review of the ma-
terial and at the same time give the 
children a chance to judge the accur-
acy and descriptive quality of their 
writing . 
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Area: 
Purpose: 
Materials : 
Procedure: 
Creative L~nguage (Story Writing ) 
To give the children a chance to exer -
cise their imRginations to write a 
story about an historical event . 
Paper and pencil . 
When the early exploration period is 
being discuss ed in Social Studies , 
bring out the fear and feelings of the 
sailors ~~th Colu~bus . Point up dur-
ing the discussion time how the sail -
ors were, of course, unable to commun-
icate with their families in Spain . 
Ask the children to write 8.n im-
aginary letter from one of Columbus' 
sailors to a member of his family in 
Spain . 
After the first drafts have been 
completed , have the chiJdren exchange 
papers to have another youngster proof -
read the letter . Collect the letters 
and c1rcle any further places that re -
quire correction . Have the letters re-
copied on composition paper . 
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Evaluation: Have volunteers read their letters 
orally . Help the class to decide if 
the letters show imagination and use 
good descriptive words . If feasible , 
have them compiled into a notebook 
or displayed on the bulletin board . 
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Area: 
Purpose : 
Materials : 
Procedure : 
Creative Language (Story Writin~ ) 
To help culminate a unit in Social 
Studies on Early Explorers by having 
the children write descriptive para-
graphs of men they have studied . To 
give practice in \~itten descriptions . 
Paper and pencil . 
After the unit on Early ~plorers has 
been completed , compile with the class 
a list of all the important men they 
have studied . Ask the children to 
choose one of these men secretly whom 
they would l i ke to write about . Ask 
them to write a description of ' their 
Par. ' Vlithout using his name . As the 
youngsters are working , go around the 
room and inquire of each child whom he 
is writing about . 
After the work has been finished , 
have a quiz period . Allow the children 
to read their paragraphs and let the 
class gues s who they have written 
about . 
92 
93 
Evaluation : Hav e the youngsters discuss the fact 
that if the descriptions are vi vid 
t hey will be guessed quickly . Ask 
them to think of the kind of wor ds 
that helped them to kno.w the ansv1ers . 
Area: 
Purpose: 
Materia ls: 
Procedure: 
Creative Writing (Poetry) 
To build background and interest in 
poetry writing by calling attention 
to poems which are in the reading 
series . To enrich the meanin£ of 
words like stanza , verse, line , etc . 
Ginn Basal Reading Series , magaz ines 
and newspapers . Paper for a booklet . 
Start poetry collections in the vari -
ous reading gr oups by having some of 
the favorite poems copied from the 
series that the groups have read and 
enjoyed . 
Encourage the children to cut out 
poems from their magazines and news-
papers at home . "Vhen a child brings 
in a poem, discuss with the ~roup 
whether it is humorous, des criptive , 
narrative, nonsensical, or a bal lad 
type . Have the poems copied and 
placed into a group booklet . Allow 
the child who brought in the poem to 
make an illustration for the opposite 
94 
Evaluation : 
page in the booklet . Bring out with 
each group the meaning of the words , 
stanza , line, etc . Call attention to 
the nos ition of the capital letters, 
punctuation, and line formations . 
Have the groups di scuss the suitabilit y 
of the contributions for their booklet . 
The project may be carried into actual 
composition t he day one of the groups 
asks , t vrhen may we write some poems 
of our ovm? '. 
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Area: 
Purpose : 
Materials: 
Procedure: 
Creative Writing (Play 7riting ) 
To make a Social Studies Unit more 
meaningful by having the children write 
imaginary dialogues that ~ight have oc-
curred between two historical contem-
poraries . To give further experience 
in working in paired groups . 
No special . 
During the unit on the American Revo -
lution ask for a volunteer from the 
class to participate with you in an 
imaginary conversation . Take a Colo-
nial leader giving instructions to 
Paul Revere or s orre thing similar . 
Choose a child who Dossesses a good 
imagination and who would be able 
to improvise an impromptu situation . 
Ask the class to list with the 
teacher's help other pairs who lived 
at the same time and who probably had 
conversations over special events . 
These might be people like Adams and 
Jefferson, Pat rick Henry and Sam Adams , 
Washington and Betsy Ross , Washington 
96 
Evaluation : 
and Cornwalli s , etc . 
Divide the class into pairs to 
work together writing an imaginary con-
versation between the two people they 
have chosen . The first time they work 
together , ask for a sentence or two 
describing where and under what condi-
tions the dialogue is going to take 
place . Ask them - if it won ' t be 
easier if one child assumes one hero ' s 
role and one the other ' s . 
Have the dial ogues written down 
during subsequent work periods . Before 
the work begins, spend a few minutes 
reviewing the use of quotation marks i n 
conversations . 
Spent a class period or two having the 
dialogues read to the class . Allow the 
children to comment on their own work 
and ask the class to com~ent also . 
Praise the pai rs whose work shows good 
imagination and composition . 
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Area: 
Purpose: 
Materials: 
Procedure: 
Evaluation: 
Spelling. 
To make use of optimum size learn-
ing groups (two) in mastering spell-
ing words. To give the children ex-
perience in working together and help-
ing each other. 
Spelling notebooks or a list for eaCh 
child. 
After the class hRs been grouped for 
spelling, establish a fairly permanent 
list of paired groups which does not 
adhere to the regular instructional 
groups. In other words, pair off chil-
dren who are not ordinarily in the 
same group. 
Plan the spelling instruction so 
that about two,ten minute periods are 
set aside each week when the children 
work only with their 'spelling partner'. 
Allow them to spell orally and to dic-
tate to each other for written quizzes. 
If the groups have spelling notebooks, 
have graphs included which indicate pro-
gress. Let the 'spelling partners' share 
98 
99 
the reaul t s with each other. 
Area: 
Purpose: 
Materials: 
Procedure: 
Spelling 
To give practice in recalling weekly 
spelling words in a game form which 
is suitable for any spelling group. 
Blackboard. 
Divide the spelli ng group into two 
or three teams, depending on the size 
of the group. Appoint or have chosen 
a leader for each team. Give each 
leader a section of blackboar d space 
tor his team. Allow time for the 
leader to number the space to the 
amount of spelling words being ~tudied. 
Have the children rai~e their 
hands if they can remember one of the 
week's word~. Permit the leader of 
each team to call on one of the chil-
dren to come to the board to write the 
word he remembers. Continue in this 
manner until one of the teams has re-
called the complete spelling list. 
Make the leader responsible for 
eliminating duplications and waiti ng 
for each team member to return to his 
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Evaluati on: 
aeat before calling another . 
Thi s game is best used when the group 
has mastered the words almost entire-
ly. It is useful par ticularly with 
chiMren having difficulty with visual 
memory. 
Boston Univer sity 
School of Education 
Library 
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Area: 
Purpose: 
Materials: 
Procedure: 
Spelling 
To provide practice in auditory dis-
crimination in a manner that is en-
joyable for the spelling group what 
needs further help in this area . To 
improve the mastery of weekly words. 
No special. 
In working with the spellers who need 
help in auditory discrimination, change 
the familiar game, 'I'm thinking of a 
word that starts with --' (a certain 
letter name). Have the children say, 
'I'm thinking of a word that starts 
with --' (the letter or blend sound). 
Have the children give the sound ex-
actly. 
Vary this technique by having 
them play the ? ame using endings and 
vowel sounds. Note carefully the chil-
dren that continue to have difficulty 
so that they can be giYen extra help 
at another time. 
Evaluation: Ask the group members to notice their 
own progress in discriminating sounds. 
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Have them keep in their notebooks 
blends or endings that are present-
ing special difriculty. 
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Area: 
Purpose: 
Materials: 
Procedure: 
Literature 
To increase the appreciation of 
poetry by doing a cooperative, poetic 
illustration. To incorporate Social 
Studies teaching with literature. To 
aftord a further opportunity for work-
ing together. 
Mimeographed copies of~ Revere's 
B!£!, Henry Wadsworth Longfellow. 
Mural paper, or large art paper. Cra-
yons or pastel chalk. 
When the class is studying the begin-
nings of the American Revolution, dis-
tribute copies of ~ Revere's ~ 
and read it through once or twice to 
the group . Have the children discuss 
the visual pictures they are able to 
see in the various s t anzas. Discuss 
ways that these might be illustrated. 
The poem divides conveniently 
into fourteen stanzas, so the class may 
decide t o apportion the illustrations 
in this manner. The children may de-
cide to divide into groups of two, 
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sharing tae responsibility for 
copying their stanza and illustrating 
it. 
Standardize the size of the pic-
tures by dividing mural paper equally 
or by distributing the same size art 
paper to each group. Discuss with 
the ehildran the comparative values 
of crayon, paints and pastels and if 
they would like to agree on the same 
medium before beginning their work . 
Evaluation: Talk over with the class where their 
efforts ahould be displayed. Help them 
to see that the drawing needs to be 
large to show up adequately. 
Read the class Paul Revere's 
sworn statement about the events in 
the poem. (In Teacher's Manual to 
~ ~ Liberty, p . 22-27) Let them 
see if they can locate errors in the 
poem, but bring out reasons why the 
poem has become a literary classic. 
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Area: 
Purpose: 
Materials: 
Procedure: 
Literature 
To illustrate a literary classic by 
combining an art technique and group-
work. To increase the appreciation 
of literature. 
~ Sawyer, or any children's classic. 
Small pasteboar~ cartons, colored pa-
per, paints, matchsticks, pipe clean-
ers, clothespins, and other art sup-
plies used in constructing dioramas. 
Read ~ Sawyer to the whole class 
during the regular class story time. 
After the reading is completed, dis-
cuss with the children the highlights 
of the plot . List on the board scenes 
that would help show the sequential 
development of the story. Elicit 
eight to twelve pos•ible scenes from 
the class that could be made into 
dioramas . 
Have the children volunteer in 
groups of two or three to construct 
a diorama of a particular scene . En-
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courage originality and allow 
them to bring materials from home. 
Arrange the final products on 
a counter or table, in the corridor, 
if possible, for other classes to 
enjoy. 
Evaluation: Discuss proportions and perspective 
with the class as the work proceeds . 
Let the youngsters take turns ex-
plaining the dioramas to visitors 
before and after school . 
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Area: 
Purpose: 
Materials: 
Procedure: 
Literature 
To help the children become more 
familiar with books by using a 
technique that combines dramatiza-
tion and group work. 
No special. 
Help the class to list on the board 
the names of the several classics 
that they are familiar with or have 
had read to them at home or through 
the grades . Tell them that they are 
going to have a chance to write down 
the names of three which are their 
favorites. 
Collect the slips and divide 
them into groups according to first 
and s econd choices. At a later time 
group the youngsters on the basis of 
their original choices. Ask them to 
talk over quietly how they would pan-
tomine their story for the class . 
Allow enough time for thorough plan-
ning, possibly employing a secretary 
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to write down the plans. 
Have the groups present their 
pantomines and let the others guess 
which story they are acting out. 
Evaluation: Discuss with the class the kind of 
gestures that helped them in their 
identification. Ask the class to 
pick out the groups who exhibited 
the best planning and organization. 
Indicate to the children that good 
acting facilitates identification. 
Help the class decide if the panto-
mines are good enough to be shared 
with another class. 
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